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Credit is so easily obtained, and credit card
applications flow into our mailboxes virtually every
day. Many couples find themselves deeply in debt
and not even sure of how they got there, let alone
how they can get out of it. Larry Burkett has the
solution! His bestselling book, Debt-Free Living, has
been updated and modernized. Debt-Free Living has
been providing poignant and biblical teaching on
debt for over a decade. This updated resource will
teach the consumer about the origin of most financial
troubles and help him or her break the 'debt cycle.'
Debt-Free Living is a necessary resource to battle
the temptation and trappings of debt that are
weighing you down.
What if YOU could become a Millionaire...using a
secret hidden in plain sight, right on the pages of the
Bible? There is a proven pathway to Financial
Success God's Way. That's exactly what John &
Judy O'Leary, the hosts of We Make Millionaires(TM)
reveal to you after decades of study and experience.
These principles have already created many
Kingdom-minded millionaires who've been blessed
to be a blessing. Now it's your turn. Because God is
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the hands of the righteous. Get ready to discover: ?
What the Bible really says about money, so you can
finally break free of any limiting beliefs you may be
holding onto. ? The Missing Piece that almost no one
knows about, so you can be smart about where you
put your money. ? Why simplistic "name it and claim
it" approaches are doomed to fail...so you can stop
wasting time hoping for the best and start
experiencing God's best. ? A simple but surprising
strategy to get positioned for promotion, so you'll be
ready whenever a new door of opportunity opens.
The book is filled with both spiritual insight and
practical steps you can instantly take that will make a
real difference in your life. Whether you need a
financial turnaround or are ready to go to the next
level, this book will show you Financial Success
God's Way: Millionaire Secrets to Overflowing
Wealth. Some of the topics covered include: -
Understanding The Law of the Seed - Why You
MUST Invest Where You Want To Go - How to Sow
for Guaranteed Results - Why Your Past Giving
Hasn't Yielded A Financial Harvest - Much more Plus
find out how to get instant access to the FREE 7-Day
Millionaire Challenge and the We Make Millionaires
Online Support Group; details inside the book. If you
are ready to step into Financial Success God's Way,
scroll up and buy your copy today. About the
Authors: John & Judy O'Leary have a passion to see
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applying biblical principles in practical ways. As
successful entrepreneurs themselves, they feel
called to create Kingdom-minded millionaires around
the world. They have three grown children and 7
grandchildren. From the Foreword by Donna Partow
This successful couple has a clear mandate from the
Lord to raise up an army of believers positioned to
seize the high ground and see a transfer of wealth
away from the wicked. But they recognize that
transfer requires something from us: not just faith,
but intentional action in accordance with Biblical
principles. Deeply grounded in the Word of God, the
book features incredibly practical ideas about how
any determined person, no matter how limited their
current resources, can position themselves for favor
with both God and man. That second part is what
most other teachers on this subject have missed. But
the O'Leary's nail it on the pages of this inspiring
book.
For several decades, Michael Coogan's introductory
course on the Old Testament has been a perennial
favorite among students at Harvard University. In
God and Sex, Coogan examines one of the most
controversial aspects of the Hebrew Scripture: What
the Old Testament really says about sex, and how
contemporary understanding of those writings is
frequently misunderstood or misrepresented. In the
engaging and witty voice generations of students
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and social world of the Bible, showing how much
innuendo and euphemism is at play, and illuminating
the sexuality of biblical figures as well as God. By
doing so, Coogan reveals the immense gap between
popular use of Scripture and its original context. God
and Sex is certain to provoke, entertain, and
enlighten readers.
Ages 7 and under With children having no shortage
of spending options it is essential to train them in
how to handle money before they succumb to
spending beyond their means and falling into debt.
Proverbs 22:6 instructs that a child should be trained
"in the way he should go, and when he is old he will
not turn from it." By the time children leave university
many will have accumulated debt which may not be
repaid until they are in their 40s. The next verse in
Proverbs (22:7) tells us that the borrower is slave to
the lender. Teaching your children about how to
handle money is a number one priority. Make sure
your children don't get into the debt-trap. Teach your
children what the Bible says about money Give,
Save, Spend is a Bible-based study-story that
introduces children to what the Bible has to say
about how we handle our money. There are over
2,300 verses in the Bible about money while 15 per
cent of Jesus' recorded words are about money and
possessions. For use in the home, Children's Church
and Christian Schools Give, Save, Spend teaches
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as Alfie, Amy, Jack and Lebo try to save enough
money to buy a puppy. As they find out how to earn,
save, give and spend money they also learn some
important things about God. The book includes
illustrations, simple Bible stories, hands-on-activities
and a prayer record. It can be used on its own or
together with the Teacher's Guide. Your Money
Counts is an interdenominational and international
ministry that trains people to apply biblical financial
principles to their lives.
God cares a great deal more about our money than
most of us imagine. The sheer enormity of
Scripture’s teaching on this subject screams for our
attention. In fact, Jesus says more about how we are
to view and handle money and possessions than
about any other topic—including both heaven and
hell. In Managing God's Money, Randy Alcorn
breaks down exactly what the Bible has to say about
how we are to handle our money and posessions in
a simple, easy-to-follow format. Filled with Scripture
references, Managing God's Money is the perfect
reference tool for anyone who is interested in gaining
a solid biblical understanding of money,
possessions, and eternity.
Nearly 80 percent of all divorced couples between
the ages of 20 and 30 list financial difficulties as the
primary cause of their separation. Even some of the
most dedicated Christians are facing the perils of
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just some of the effects of living in a materialistic
society. Larry Burkett, renowned for his Christian
Financial Concepts ministry, dedicated himself to
helping people understand what the Scripture says
about finances. Through a series of outstanding
articles taken from CFC newsletters, Using Your
Money Wisely clearly demonstrates God’s principles
for prudent money management
With the economy reeling in the wake of the recent
recession, many people are experiencing such
financial challenges as credit card debt, downsizing,
dead-end jobs, and inadequate or depleted savings.
With these challenges come others as well. Recent
studies confirm that more than half of all divorces are
the result of financial pressures at home. And
spiritually, many people are struggling to maintain a
biblical perspective amidst the constant tug of
materialism. But there is hope. The Bible has a lot to
say about money. In fact, the Bible is a veritable
blueprint for managing your finances. In Your Money
Counts, trusted financial expert Howard Dayton
shows you how to manage your personal finances in
a highly practical, biblically-based way.
Learn what God says about operating a business
and handling money. Business God's Way is for
everyone in business-the CEO or manager of a
department, small business or large, prosperous or
struggling, whether the business is a start up or well
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A step-by-step guide to financial freedom Do you
know if you have enough? Do you know how much
is enough? If you can't answer these questions, The
New Master Your Money is for you. In this book, Ron
Blue extracts principles from God's Word and applies
them to your financial portfolio. Learn how to: Avoid
the most common financial mistakes Apply biblical
principles for money management Save, invest, and
give wisely Create a long-term financial plan that
works Plan for your taxes and estate needs Get out
of debt Ron's professional experience in financial
planning will ease your anxieties over money and be
an asset to you and your family for generations to
come. Learn the tools and techniques you need to
move forward toward true financial freedom. This
new edition includes important updates and new
content, making it timely and relevant.
Some people adopt an “It’ll all work out somehow”
attitude toward marriage and finances. But sadly, it
often doesn’t work out. Financial woes and marriage
troubles can rob couples of precious opportunities to
savor the blessings of companionship, family, and
peace that God intends for His people. Money and
Marriage God’s Way will help you discover God’s
approach to growing your finances and
strengthening your relationship with your mate. It
highlights key issues like debt, conflict, spending,
investing, saving, and budgeting. Regardless of the
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seen, nothing compares with money and marriage
God’s way. Unique features include stories of real-
life couples, discussion of common difficulties and
solutions based on Biblical principles, and end-of-
chapter interaction sections.
It all started when Sean Hyman went on a financial
quest to find out why people were broke because he
knew it wasn't "God's best" for their lives. That's
when he went through an extensive study of one of
the wisest books of all-time, the Bible. He literally
looked at every scripture that had to do with money.
It was then that he found the six keys that God has
outlined to produce financial success. As he
purposefully implemented and lived out these six
principles they began to change his financial future.
It was then that he decided to write this book about it
and "tell the whole world" so that they could find out
the keys to financial success just as he has done.
With an in-depth analysis of the American economy,
Neil McHugh offers a thorough evaluation into this all
too common cause of stress - Debt Before we can
dig ourselves out of this dark and unpredictable hole,
we must first understand what exactly is causing it.
When we evaluate ourselves and our way of living,
we can truly begin to understand the primary factors
which weigh us down and restrict us from living a
stable and essentially happy life. YOU CAN
BECOME DEBT FREE! -This book will show you
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This question and answer book is the perfect
resource guide for equipping individuals with key
information about everyday money matters.
Questions and answers deal with 100+ of the most-
asked questions from The Dave Ramsey
Show—everything from budget planning to retirement
planning or personal buying matters, to saving for
college and charitable giving. This is Dave in his
most popular format—ask a specific question, get a
specific answer.
Be propelled to success in your finances through the
powerful teachings of Jesus! A down-to-earth look at
what Jesus had to say about money, Money
Mysteries from the Master uncovers the keys to
financial success, straight from the Master Himself.
So did Jesus really talk much about money? Gary
Keesee uses everyday examples, amazing stories
and Jesus’ parables to shed light on the powerful
truths of the Bible and how they are relevant to:
paying the bills providing for your family making ends
meet marketplace ministry having wealth for the
purpose of expanding the kingdom of God Just as a
nation has rules to govern and prosper its people,
the kingdom of God has principles for every area of
our lives, including finances. You will be amazed at
the shocking, supernatural stories throughout this
book and encouraged by the candor, wit, honesty
and wisdom used to teach from the Word of God.
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Word of God easy.
God has already given you the power to make money in order
to provide for your family, achieve your goals, and reach out
to the world with the hope of the Gospel. As a believer, you
have a mission and calling to activate the power to produce
wealth in order to help build God’s kingdom. Author Dwight
Nichols explains the biblical view of money, practical steps to
take in financial planning, and how to get out of debt. With
these proven principles, you will discover how you can: Break
the spirit of poverty in your life Double your disposable
income Receive God’s supernatural provision Prosper during
hard economic times Save on taxes and reduce insurance
costs Ensure your children’s financial future Build a million-
dollar retirement account You can move from debt to financial
freedom, live a successful life, and make a positive
contribution to society while spreading the Gospel. Start
today to walk in God’s supernatural provision—and change
the course of your life.
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as
an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and
external demons, and with his devoted but disconcerted
disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to
be explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by
Nick Cave
Reading books on money and giving typically makes us feel
worse than when we began. "I don't want you to feel worse; I
want you to feel better. And the path to feeling better is
understanding what the Bible really says about giving and
spending. This book will help you do that."-John MacArthur
John MacArthur has written this no-nonsense book to affirm
Christ's teaching that "it is more blessed to give than to
receive." In this practical, easy-to-read book Christians can
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Scriptural guidelines for acquiring money and investing it The
right and wrong ways to go about giving The connection
between generous giving and prosperity Why get-rich-quick
schemes like gambling are wrong "When you give as God
has commanded, you will find it liberating, rewarding, joyous,
and profoundly enriching"-John MacArthur Find out in this
book how the blessings that go with giving can be yours.
"The practical principles in Your Money Map are powerful and
life-changing because are they based on the Bible. My only
regret is that I did not read it twenty years ago. Don’t make
the same mistake!" —Joe Gibbs, former NFL head coach and
founder of NASCAR’s Joe Gibbs Racing This book will
transform your finances . . . and your life. When you learn
what the God of the universe says about handling
money—and apply it—everything changes. Your Money Map
shows you how. This biblical and practical guide is for
everyone—single or married, young or old, whether you earn a
little or a lot. It helps you: Frame your finances within God’s
big picture Determine and change the trajectory of your
financial situation Establish and follow 7 steps for wise
stewardship. Follow the principles in Your Money Map toward
financial freedom and you will know a joy, peace, and
confidence about your finances that few ever do. Includes
discussion questions, tools, and resources to help you put the
book into practice.
What ever happened to good Christian character and
conduct? Character and conduct are inextricably connected.
Today’s headlines highlight society’s problems, but then the
pundits simplistically push the blame off on big business, big
government, or some other faceless entity. Yet—with the
exception of natural disasters—most problems are caused by
people... people who put money, power, or personal gain
ahead of the bedrock values of character and integrity. We
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excess brought on by these behaviors. This book is about
integrity, character, and values. The key qualities needed to
live a life of integrity will be explained and illustrated through
the stories of men and women in the Bible. Conduct reveals
character, and we best understand integrity when we see it
lived out in a person’s life.
Overwhelmed with debt? There is hope and freedom for you
no matter how big your problem. Skyrocketing debt has
crippled and divided millions in this age of rampant credit,
interest-only mortgages, and record loan defaults. The way
out from under debt burdens is not a declaration of
bankruptcy, but surrender to the Word of God. Becoming debt-
free may seem an impossible dream for many, but it is
actually an attainable goal according to Howard Dayton,
cofounder of Crown Financial Ministries. He overcame his
own struggle with debt by applying God's principles to
managing his finances, principles he lays out in this practical,
encouraging, never-give-up book.
A financial expert provides the practical steps the reader
needs to get out of debt and create a solid financial base.
Topics include building a budget and understanding the
power of interest rates.
This book won't make you rich. It won't make you famous. It
might, however, convince you that the problem of money is
more than just not getting enough of it. It is a matter of the
mind and spirit. It is a matter of freedom.
Financial Advice for Every Season of Life Does successfully
making the most of your money feel like a mystery? Are you
wondering where it goes or how to get a grip on your
spending? Author and Christian financial advisor Russ
Crosson has spent more than 40 years guiding individuals
and couples in everyday financial situations. In Your Money
Made Simple, he offers the key to mastering your finances
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Customized to meet your needs, this resource teaches you
how to manage your income wisely by.... offering proven
formulas that work for any income level, age, or vocation
setting you on a path to freedom from financial worries
including easy-to-use financial planning tools and graphic
charts Packed with wisdom and practical applications, this
book will help you make the most of your money and how you
spend it.
A step-by-step guide to financial freedom Do you know if you
have enough? Do you know how much is enough? If you
can't answer these questions, Master Your Money is for you.
In this book, Ron Blue extracts principles from God's Word
and applies them to your financial portfolio. Learn how to:
Avoid the most common financial mistakes Apply biblical
principles for money management Save, invest, and give
wisely Create a long-term financial plan that works Plan for
your taxes and estate needs Get out of debt Ron’s
professional experience in financial planning will ease your
anxieties over money and be an asset to you and your family
for generations to come. Learn the tools and techniques you
need to move forward toward true financial freedom. This new
edition includes important updates and new content, making it
timely and relevant.
Your Money CountsThe Biblical Guide to Earning, Spending,
Saving, Investing, Giving, and Getting Out of DebtTyndale
House Publishers, Inc.
Although it is better to give than to receive, giving is harder
for most people. Giving is not only good stewardship; it
enables the church to help those in need. Respected
Christian financial expert Larry Burkett uses God's Word to
show the strong biblical basis for giving to and serving in the
church. Using benevolence ministries as an example, Burkett
explains how God uses Christians to minister in His name.
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In 12 Things Jesus Said About Money, you'll be learning and
reinforcing new convictions, each of them grounded in what
Jesus Himself taught that will result in a clearing up of
conflicting messages you may have heard, incorporate them
into your ongoing decisions, and enjoy a new measure of
freedom in your financial life.
What does the Bible really say about money? This completely
revised and updated version of the classic best-seller
provides a Christian perspective about money and material
possessions based on the author's painstaking study of the
Bible. Randy Alcorn uses the Scriptures to approach this
often touchy subject head-on. Thought-provoking arguments
challenge readers to rethink their attitudes and use their God-
given resources in ways that will have an eternal impact.
Alcorn deals straightforwardly with issues of materialism,
stewardship, prosperity theology, debt, and more. An
excellent choice for group study as well as individual financial
guidance. Includes a study guide and appendix with
additional resources.
Booklet - Biblical Perspective, identifies the manifestations of
pride, the attributes of humility and defines the "put on and
put off" counseling approach.
How Are Your Finances Shaping Your Heart? Jesus knew
that how we think about money shapes our character. Our
approach can make us more like him—full of contentment,
purpose, and freedom—or it can cause a tragic separation
from God and the joy he offers. We need a firm foundation for
faith and finances. In True Riches, John Cortines and
Gregory Baumer invite us to experience four transformations
in our financial lives, moving from pride to gratitude so that we
see everything as a gift; coveting to contentment so that we
spend wisely; anxiety to trust so that we save appropriately;
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scripture, personal stories, and practical application, True
Riches offers a clear path away from the empty pursuit of
wealth and into more intimate relationship with God.
Heaven's Invasion Changes Everything!What if the testimony
of God's goodness on your life brought nations to Christ?
What if your faithfulness in stewarding money qualified you to
shape the culture over cities? What if prosperity wasn't
selfish?Many are frustrated because they've tried the
principles of sowing and reaping without first establishing
"The Foundation for Supernatural Finances." That's like
building a financial house with no foundation or frame
structure. This book will:Give you a Kingdom lens to view
your finances, prosperity and the purpose of money through.
Equip your head, heart and hands with revelation, activations
and testimonies. Enable you to build the financial foundation
to partner with heaven and see it released here on earth!
Heaven is looking to invade your finances. Will you give them
a "Foundation" to land on?
The Bible is rich with complex and diverse material on the
topic of money and possessions. Indeed, a close look at
many scriptural texts reveals that economics is a core
preoccupation of the biblical tradition. In this new work, highly
regarded preacher and scholar Walter Brueggemann
explores the recurring theme of money and possessions in
the Old and New Testaments. He proposes six theses
concerning money and possessions in the Bible, observing
their contradictory nature to the conventional wisdom and
practice of both the ancient world and today's society.
Brueggemann advises us to reassess the ways in which our
society engagesor does not engagequestions of money and
possessions as carriers of social possibility. He invites the
church to move toward an alternative neighborly economy
that is more consistent with the gospel we confess.
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to handling money. A fascinating concept!" – Gary Chapman,
author of The 5 Love Languages True financial well-being
involves more than getting out of debt and accumulating
wealth. It’s about discovering how you’re wired by God, and
how that wiring influences the way you think about, feel
toward, and handle money. Discovering your money type –
whether you are an Abraham (hospitality), an Isaac
(discipline), a Jacob (beauty), a Joseph (connection), a
Moses (endurance), an Aaron (humility), or a David
(leadership) – will bring greater self-awareness, reduce
internal financial tension, help you resolve financial conflict
with others, and help you grow financially from a faith-based
perspective. As you walk with Pastor Brown through the
Scriptures you’ll find holistic financial pathways that lead you
to a place of increased awareness and confidence related to
money. In The Seven Money Types, Pastor Tommy Brown
leads you on a journey of personal discovery as he reveals
the seven money types found in Scripture, helps you identify
the type that best fits you by means of a 35-question
assessment, and coaches you on understanding, affirming,
developing, and enjoying your unique approach to money.
This video series is designed for use in either individual study
or a Sunday school or weekend seminar setting. Presented in
eight segments, this video series will have a profound impact
on the adults in your church. Students learn that how you
handle money directly affects your personal relationship with
God. Discovering God's Way of Handling Money comes in
two volumes. Each tape contains four sessions that cover
such topics as debt, honesty, giving, work, saving and
investing, and more! A course workbook is required for each
student. The Leader's Guide provides everything needed to
guide students through the study.
Two renowned financial experts equip readers with the
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solid financial future as retirement approaches--a portfolio
that provides for one's family, honors God, and blesses the
generations that follow with a legacy of stewardship and
resources. Original. 20,000 first printing.
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